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Q&A
Question Answer

1 Where can I find supporting documents and quick guides to the 
frameworks?

The supporting documents can be accessed online through the links included in the 
open call for cities and the open call for placemakers available on the website at https:
//www.realplaycitychallenge.org/

2 Can I watch the webinar introducing frameworks again? Yes, the webinar "Introducing child-friendly, safe and playful frameworks" is available 
online at www.realplaycitychallenge.org and at the direct link here. 

3 What are the awards for the winners of the Real Play City 
Challenge?

The awards and award conditions for winners are detailed in the Terms and Conditions 
of the open call, which can be accessed through the open call for cities and the open 
call for placemakers available on the website at https://www.realplaycitychallenge.
org/. 

Winners of the open call for cities will be awarded the opportunity to showcase their 
initiative and attend a series of sessions that support the impact, scaling and reach of 
city-wide initiatives.

Winners of the open call for placemakers will receive a money award, up to a maximum 
value of 12,000 EUR to further develop their initiative and catalyse adoption in different 
local and international contexts. 

4 Can I submit images, photographs or diagrams to support my 
answers to the questions in the entry form? 

The entry form questions should be responded to in text. Images, photographs and 
diagrams can be uploaded as part of the pdf submission in a portfolio style (maximum 
10MB & up to 3 x A3 pages). Information on what should be included in the entry form 
and in the pdf submission can be found in the open call for cities and the open call for 
placemakers available on the website at https://www.realplaycitychallenge.org/. 

5 How do I know if my organisation is eligible for the open call for 
cities? Is an NGO or a district organisation classed as city-wide?

The decision of which open call to submit your initiative in depends on the nature of the 
initiative and the work of the organisation. If your initiative involves governance that 
stimulates and/or facilitates the delivery of child-friendly, safe and playful placemaking 
at a strategic level (e.g. a whole city) it can be submitted as a city-wide initiative. In your 
submission, please explain your relationship to city governance (or the corresponding 
level of governance in your context). 

If your initiative involves placemaking that is not currently undertaken at a city-wide 
level (or the corresponding level of governance in your context) and that could be 
adapted, replicated or scaled in other contexts, it can be submitted as a placemaking 
initaitive. Initiatives which relate to the district level, for example, can be submitted as 
part of the open call for placemakers. 

6 Can organisations associated with the representatives of the Real 
Play City Challenge submit an initiative e.g. UNICEF country 
offices

The Real Play City Challenge does not accept submissions where the main applicant is 
a partnering organisation of the Real Play Coalition or PlacemakingX (Please see the 
About page at https://www.realplaycitychallenge.org/copy-of-about). Winners have the 
possibility to seek collaboration with such organisations after the winners 
announcement, for example winning placemakers could seek support to develop their 
scalability proposal. 

7 Can an individual submit an entry? Individuals are welcomed and encouraged to submit their initiative. 

8 My initiative has not yet been implemented, is it eligible for the 
Real Play City Challenge?

The Real Play City Challenge welcomes existing initiatives with a proof of concept. 
Ideas which have not been implemented before are unfortunately not eligible for the 
Challenge. Initiatives which are in an early or pilot stage are welcome where the 
submission can explain the results of your initiative and demonstrate the potential for 
the initiative to be adapted, replicated and scaled with real impact for chilren. Where 
engagement has been undertaken, what are the results of engagement and how did 
they influence the contribution of places to play in cities for children.

9 Are you looking only for public space projects, or could eg 
schoolyards or early years education projects apply? Thanks

In order to be eligible for the Challenge, initiatives should involve a transformation of 
public space. Initiatives that involve schoolyards or early years education projects are 
welcome to submit. In your submission, please explain how your initiative influenced 
public space, what impact it can have in placees to play in cities for children.
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10 I'm interested in adopting placemaking initiatives in my city, how 
can I make that happen? 

The Real Play City Challenge aims to bring more action in child-friendly, safe and playful 
placemaking. We will share learning, insights and good practice from the Challenge 
open source and will explore steps to create connections between all those interested 
in child-friendly, safe and playful urban practice during and after the Challenge.

Winners of the open call for cities will have the opportunity to attend sessions to gain 
insights, ideas, and inspiration from cities, placemakers, and internationally recognised 
experts to address their challenges and implement creative ideas. Winners will be also 
invited to join a series of sessions where Winners of the Challenge for Placemakers will 
present their proposals and showcase the potential for scalability and replicability in 
different local or international contexts to enable access to play for children all over the 
world. This includes the opportunity to seek collaborations to adopt placemaking 
initiatives in your city. 

11 What type of scale-up is required for an initiative to be 
implemented? 

The Real PLay City Challenge welcomes existing initiatives with a proof of concept. 
Ideas which have not been implemented before are unfortunately not eligible for the 
Challenge. Initiatives which are in an early or pilot stage are welcome where the 
submission can explain the results of your initiative and demonstrate the potential for 
the initiative to be adapted, replicated and scaled with real impact for chilren. Where 
engagement has been undertaken, what are the results of engagement and how did 
they influence the contribution of places to play in cities for children.

12 How will the Real Play City Challenge support my placemaking 
initiative to be scaled?

Winners of the open call for placemakers will have the opportunity to develop a 
scalability proposal to deliver their initiative in different local and international contexts 
and to seek support from the organisations and contributors to the Real Play City 
Challenge as part of this proposal. More information on what winning the open call for 
placemakers means can be found in the open call for placemakers and the Terms and 
Conditions available online at https://www.realplaycitychallenge.org/. 

13 How does the jury process work and who will be in the jury? Your initiative will be evaluated over three rounds for its technical
and strategic performance by a high-profile jury panel:
Round 1: Successful entry based on eligibility and completion of
the submission.
Round 2: Nomination jury: Panel of independent experts in
child-friendly, safe and playful urban practice.
Round 3: Winners jury: Panel of global cities leaders and experts.

We're excited to announce our high profile jury which can be found on the website at 
https://www.realplaycitychallenge.org/.  

14 Have you in the past received projects from Nigeria? This is the first edition from the Real Play City Challenge and we're excited to invite 
initiatives from all around the world. 

15 I would like to collaborate with you, how can I find out more about 
your organisations? 

Thank you for your interest in collaborating. You can find out more about the partnering 
organisations of the Real Play City Challenge on the About page of the website at https:
//www.realplaycitychallenge.org/copy-of-about. 

If you're interested in the Real Play City Challenge, we encourage you to please submit 
your initiative via the website by 4th October 23:59 CET. All other questions about the 
Challenge can be directed to info@realplaycitychallenge.org. 

More information about the Real Play Coalition can be found at https://www.
realplaycoalition.com/. If you're interested in collaborating with the Real Play Coalition, 
please send an e-mail to info@realplaycoalition.com with a short explanation of why 
you want to be a member and how your organisation can support the coalition in 
making play globally accessible for childen. 

More information about PlacemakingX at https://www.placemakingx.org/. If you're 
interested in collaborating with PlacemakingX, please send an email to 
hello@placemakingx.org with a short explanation of why you are interested in 
PlacemakingX and how you can contribute. 

16 Will there be future calls of the Real Play City Challenge? This is the first Real Play City Challenge, which is currently planned for 2020 only. 
Please submit your initiative to the Real Play City Challenge by 4th October 23:59 CET 
to be sure not to miss the opportunity! Our ambition for the challenge is to scale up and 
we hope to be able to repeat the Challenge in the future. To make this happen we will 
need supporters, funders and partners who can contact us at 
info@realplaycitychallenge.org. 


